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Abstract

Objective: The A6702 multisite trial confirmed that apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) measures 
can improve breast MRI accuracy and reduce unnecessary biopsies, but also found that technical 
issues rendered many lesions non-evaluable on diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI). This secondary 
analysis investigated factors affecting lesion evaluability and impact on diagnostic performance.
Methods: The A6702 protocol was IRB-approved at 10 institutions; participants provided informed 
consent. In total, 103 women with 142 MRI-detected breast lesions (BI-RADS assessment category 
3, 4, or 5)  completed the study. DWI was acquired at 1.5T and 3T using a four b-value, echo-
planar imaging sequence. Scans were reviewed for multiple quality factors (artifacts, signal-to-
noise, misregistration, and fat suppression); lesions were considered non-evaluable if there was 
low confidence in ADC measurement. Associations of lesion evaluability with imaging and lesion 
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characteristics were determined. Areas under the receiver operating characteristic curves (AUCs) 
were compared using bootstrapping.
Results: Thirty percent (42/142) of lesions were non-evaluable on DWI; 23% (32/142) with image 
quality issues, 7% (10/142) with conspicuity and/or localization issues. Misregistration was the only 
factor associated with non-evaluability (P = 0.001). Smaller (≤10 mm) lesions were more commonly 
non-evaluable than larger lesions (p <0.03), though not significant after multiplicity correction. The 
AUC for differentiating benign and malignant lesions increased after excluding non-evaluable le-
sions, from 0.61 (95% CI: 0.50–0.71) to 0.75 (95% CI: 0.65–0.84).
Conclusion: Image quality remains a technical challenge in breast DWI, particularly for smaller le-
sions. Protocol optimization and advanced acquisition and post-processing techniques would help 
to improve clinical utility.

Key words:  multicenter trial; breast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC); artifacts; diagnostic 
performance.

Introduction
MRI is a highly sensitive method for the detection of breast 
cancer and is increasingly being used as a screening tool 
in conjunction with mammography, especially in high-risk 
women (1). Despite the high sensitivity, many benign lesions 
cannot be distinguished from malignant ones based solely 
on contrast-enhanced MRI features (including both morph-
ology and kinetics), resulting in limited positive predictive 
value and unnecessary biopsies (2). Diffusion-weighted im-
aging (DWI) holds potential as a complementary technique 
to conventional contrast-enhanced breast MRI to improve 
diagnostic accuracy. DWI characterizes the mobility of 
water molecules in tissues, which can be quantified by the 
apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC). Several in vivo studies 
have shown that tissue areas of higher cellularity, such as 
tumors, often exhibit lower ADCs (3–6). Because malig-
nant lesions typically have higher cellular density than be-
nign lesions, there have been numerous investigations of the 
utility of ADC to differentiate breast lesions and potentially 
stratify grades of malignancy (3,7,8). Although multiple 
single-institution studies have shown promising results that 

suggest DWI improves the specificity of contrast-enhanced 
breast MRI (9–13), DWI and/or ADC measurement has 
not been incorporated into the standard Breast Imaging 
Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) recommenda-
tions (14). Multiple factors have limited clinical adoption, 
including lack of standardized protocols, variance between 
reported optimal diagnostic ADC thresholds, unclear per-
formance in clinically relevant lesion subgroups (e.g. non-
masses and small lesions with diameters <10–12 mm), and 
scan time constraints.

Given the promise of DWI to improve the diagnostic ac-
curacy of breast MRI, the Eastern Cooperative Oncology 
Group—American College of Radiology Imaging Network 
(ECOG-ACRIN) Cancer Research Group performed the 
A6702 phase II multicenter trial to confirm ADC differences 
between benign and malignant lesions across multiple MRI 
systems and practice sites, and to identify an ADC threshold 
to reduce the biopsy rate of benign lesions that could be fur-
ther explored in future phase III trials (15). Results of the trial 
confirmed that ADC measures could reduce the rate of false 
positive findings of malignancy breast MRI across practice 
sites and potentially lower the overall biopsy rate by 20%–
26%, but it was also found that DWI had some challenging 
technical issues. Almost one-third of the MRI-detected le-
sions could not be evaluated with confidence on DWI due 
to various technical factors, and were subsequently excluded. 
Thus, the purpose of this secondary analysis was to identify 
factors affecting lesion evaluability in the A6702 trial and to 
assess the impact of image quality on the diagnostic perform-
ance of breast DWI.

Methods

Study Participants
Between January 2014 and April 2015, women aged 18 years 
and older undergoing a breast MRI examination for any clin-
ical indication provided written informed consent to undergo 
a study-specific DWI sequence during their examination to 
participate in the A6702 trial. The internal review boards of 
the 10 participating institutions reviewed and approved the 

Key Messages
 • Qualitative assessment of the A6702 imaging data dem-

onstrated that 30% (42/142) of MRI-detected breast le-
sions were deemed non-evaluable due to variable tech-
nical issues relating to both image quality and spatial 
resolution on diffusion-weighted imaging.

 • Misregistration of images within the diffusion-weighted 
imaging series (due to patient motion and/or eddy current 
effects) was the factor most associated with lesion non-
evaluability (P = 0.001).

 • Diagnostic performance of diffusion-weighted im-
aging was higher when only considering those lesions 
deemed evaluable (area under the curve = 0.75 versus 
0.61 for those deemed non-evaluable).
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study protocol. The study was compliant with the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.

All breast MRIs were interpreted using the non-DWI 
sequences (e.g. pre-contrast and gadolinium contrast-enhanced 
T1-weighted images and T2-weighted images) in accordance 
with each institution’s standard of care and American College of 
Radiology accreditation guidelines. Those women with at least 
one BI-RADS assessment category 3 (probably benign), 4 (sus-
picious for malignancy), or 5 (highly suggestive of malignancy) 
lesion were enrolled in the study. Target enrollment for the trial 
(ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT02022579) was 100 subjects. 
To reduce bias from performance at any one institution, max-
imal accrual at each site was capped at 40 study participants. 
Participants who received neoadjuvant chemotherapy between 
the MRI examination date and pathological assessment of the 
lesion were excluded. Additional eligibility criteria and reference 
standard methodology are described in a recent publication (15). 
The management of individual lesions was based on institutional 
standard of care guidelines, with the expectation that all partici-
pants would either undergo a lesion biopsy following the study 
MRI (for BI-RADS category 4 or 5 lesions) or imaging and/or 
clinical follow-up at six-month intervals (for BI-RADS category 
3 lesions).

Reference Standard for Lesion Outcome
The reference standard for each breast lesion was deter-
mined from the results of the image-guided biopsy, surgery, 
or follow-up MRI exams at 12 months (if applicable). The 
reference standard was considered to be indeterminate for 
BI-RADS category 4 or 5 lesions if no sampling of the le-
sion was performed and there was no follow-up MRI that 
downgraded the initial finding. Additionally, the reference 
standard for category 4 or 5 lesions that were excised during 
surgery for another lesion (e.g. an ipsilateral cancer) without 
prior sampling was also considered indeterminate.

DWI Acquisition
Imaging was performed on 1.5T or 3T MRI scanners using 
a dedicated breast radiofrequency coil with a conventional 
dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) breast sequence acquired 
in accordance with each institution’s standard of care and 
American College of Radiology accreditation guidelines. 
Each site performed a standardized DWI protocol prior to 
contrast injection using a commercially available diffusion-
weighted, single-shot, spin-echo, echo-planar imaging (EPI) 
sequence; standardized scan parameters are listed in Table 1. 
The DWI protocol utilized in the A6702 trial aligns well with 
the recent consensus recommendations from the European 
Society of Breast Imaging (16) and the DWI profile pub-
lished by the Quantitative Imaging Biomarkers Alliance (17). 
Due to limited availability across scanner platforms, image 
registration was not incorporated as part of the acquisition 
protocol for the study.

Each MRI system utilized in this study was required 
to first pass a DWI qualification process, incorporating 

assessment of both phantom and patient studies (18). DWI 
qualification included a central review of test scans in 
temperature-controlled phantoms (19) to quantify system 
ADC bias and uniformity, relative signal-to-noise, and scan 
protocol compliance. Representative patient scans from 
each site were also reviewed to verify acceptably low arti-
fact level, adequate signal-to-noise, and homogeneous fat 
suppression (15). In addition, regular DWI quality control 
scans were performed every six months for each site, as 
well as after any major scanner system software upgrade or 
change in breast coil.

ADC Measurements
Centralized analysis was performed to obtain consistent 
tumor ADC measures for all lesions in the trial. Custom soft-
ware built in MATLAB (version 2015a, The MathWorks, 
Natick, MA) was used to calculate ADC maps using a mono-
exponential decay model (20) with linear least squares fitting 
of the signal decay with increasing b-value. Centralized lesion 

Table 1. Breast Diffusion-weighted Imaging Acquisition 
Parameters

Parameter Diffusion-weighted Imaging

Sequence type Diffusion-weighted, single-shot, 
spin echo, echo-planar imaging 

2D or 3D sequence 2D
Fat suppression Active fat-saturation
Laterality Bilateral
Phase direction Anterior-to-posterior (right-to-

left optional)
In-plane resolution 1.5–2.0 mm
Field of view 36 cm (optional)a

Acquisition matrix Variable, depending on field of 
view

Reconstruction matrix 256 × 256
Slice thickness (acquired) 4 mm
Slice gap No gap
Number of slices Acquire the maximum number 

that can be acquired in a single 
acquisition (typically 24–30 
slices)

Repetition time ≥4000 ms
Echo time Minimum (50–100 ms)
Bandwidth  

(water–fat shift)
Maximum (water–fat 

shift = minimum)
Flip angle 90°C
b-values 0, 100, 600, 800 s/mm2

Number of gradient 
directions

3 orthogonal axes

Parallel imaging factor ≥2
Number of excitations/

averages
≥2

Sequence acquisition time Approximately 5 minutes

aSet field of view based on body habitus to include both breasts and 
axilla and to avoid wrap artifacts.
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regions of interest (ROIs) were manually defined by trained 
research scientists at the University of Washington under the 
supervision of the co-chairs of the study (H.R. and S.C.P.), 
who were blinded to the lesion outcomes. Briefly, lesions were 
located on the diffusion-weighted images by cross-referen-
cing appearance on conventional contrast-enhanced images 
and to assist in avoiding adjacent normal fibroglandular or 
adipose tissue. Whole-lesion (ie, multi-slice) ROIs were then 
drawn on the diffusion-weighted images with the assistance 
of a semiautomated thresholding tool (21) to further prevent 
the inclusion of non-lesion tissue. ROIs were propagated to 
the ADC maps, and the mean ADC within the lesion ROI 
was calculated.

DWI Quality and Lesion Evaluability
During centralized analysis, image quality and lesion 
evaluability were assessed qualitatively by a single trained 
research scientist (A.E.K.) in consultation with two expert 
investigators with more than 15 (S.C.P.; quantitative imaging 
scientist) and seven (H.R.; clinical breast radiologist) years of 
breast DWI experience. All reviewers were blinded to lesion 
pathologic outcomes. Image quality factors relating to inad-
equate fat suppression, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), image 
artifacts (magnetic susceptibly distortion, aliasing, and chem-
ical shift), and misregistration within DWI series were re-
viewed. A lesion ROI was attempted in all cases, regardless of 
image quality, but lesions for which reviewers had low con-
fidence with the ADC measurement due to substantial issues 
with DWI quality and/or lesion ROI delineation were cat-
egorized as non-evaluable for analysis purposes. Challenges 
with ROI delineation could have resulted from the presence 
of image quality issues, partial volume averaging, or limited 
lesion contrast with respect to the surrounding non-lesion 
tissue. It should be noted that it was possible for a patient to 
have one lesion that was evaluable and another lesion that 
was non-evaluable, depending on lesion characteristics and 
image quality factors local to the lesion in question.

Statistical Analysis
Participant and lesion characteristics were summarized as 
either median and range (for continuous features) or by 
counts and percentages (for categorical features). To test 
the relationship between exam and/or imaging features and 
lesion evaluability, we regressed the lesion evaluability on 
each covariate of interest using logistic regression models 
with generalized estimating equations and an exchangeable 
working correlation structure to account for within-patient 
correlation between lesions. Each P value is from a gener-
alized Wald test for which the coefficient of the covariate 
of interest was equal to zero. Comparisons between quality 
factors and MRI field strength and vendor were performed 
using Fisher’s exact test.

The areas under the receiver operating characteristic 
(ROC) curves (AUCs) were calculated empirically at the 
lesion-level using centrally reviewed ADC measures to assess 

diagnostic performance and their 95% confidence intervals 
(CIs) were computed using bootstrapping (22). Participants 
were stratified by their reference standard (any malignant le-
sion or no malignant lesions) and were sampled with replace-
ment within each stratum. The AUC was evaluated within 
each resampled dataset, and the standard error of the boot-
strapped AUCs was used to calculate the 95% CI under the 
assumption of normality.

All reported P values are unadjusted and obtained from 
two-sided tests. Multiplicity was controlled for post hoc 
using a Bonferroni correction. In total, 21 comparisons were 
made, and therefore a P value of <0.003 was required to 
conclude statistical significance. Statistical analyses were 
performed using SAS/STAT (version 9.4, SAS Institute Inc., 
Cary, NC) and R (version 3.6.2, R Foundation for Statistical 
Computing, Vienna, Austria).

Results

Patient and Exam Characteristics
Between January 2014 and April 2015, 1002 women from 
10 academic institutions consented to participate in the trial 
prior to undergoing a breast MRI. A total of 107 women had 
at least one lesion categorized with a BI-RADS 3, 4, or 5 as-
sessment and were enrolled. Four subjects were subsequently 

Figure 1. ECOG-ACRIN A6702 trial participant and image quality 
analysis flowchart. Abbreviations: DWI, diffusion-weighted 
imaging; ECOG-ACRIN, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group—
American College of Radiology Imaging Network.
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excluded due to concurrent chemotherapy, incorrect DWI ac-
quisition protocol, receipt of chemotherapy prior to lesion 
biopsy, and withdrawal of consent, resulting in 103 women 
with 142 lesions completing the study (Figure 1). Of those, a 
reference standard to determine benign or malignant lesion 
outcome was available for 114 lesions (80 benign, 34 malig-
nant) in 90 women.

Patient and exam features are listed in Table 2. The median 
age for the 103 women was 47 years (range: 24–75 years), 
and the majority (59%, 61/103) of the DWI scans were per-
formed at 3T. Multiple vendor platforms were represented, 
including Philips (Philips Healthcare, Best, Netherlands), 
Siemens (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany), and GE 
(GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) systems at both 1.5T and 
3T field strengths. Similar distributions were observed in the 
sub-cohort of participants that had a reference standard for 
at least one lesion (Table 2).

Observed DWI Quality Issues
Inadequate fat suppression or SNR was noted as an image 
quality issue in 24% (25/103) and 20% (21/103) of DWI 
scans, respectively; magnetic susceptibility artifacts were 
noted in 19% (20/103); aliasing artifacts were noted in 11% 
(11/103); and misregistration was noted in 20% (21/103) 
(Table  3). Presence of SNR issues and aliasing artifacts 

varied significantly with scanner vendor (P < 0.001 for both). 
Exams at 1.5T were more prone to misregistration than 3T 
exams (36% (15/42) versus 10% (6/61); P = 0.002), while 
3T exams more often exhibited aliasing artifacts than 1.5T 
exams (18% (11/61) versus 0% (0/42); P = 0.003, but not 
significant after adjustment for multiplicity). A  representa-
tive evaluable exam with good DWI quality (i.e. no issues 
identified) is presented in Figure 2, while various examples of 
specific quality issues encountered in the trial are highlighted 
in Figures  3–7. Figure  3 displays a representative example 
of poor fat suppression, while Figure  4 presents a typical 
DWI aliasing artifact. Figures 5 and 6 highlight representa-
tive examples of low SNR and spatial distortion, respectively. 
Figure 7 presents a representative example of misregistration.

Factors Associated with Lesion Non-evaluability
Table 4 summarizes characteristics of all lesions included in 
the study and the image quality factors noted. Of the 142 
lesions, 30 were BI-RADS category 3, 105 were category 
4, and 7 were category 5. A majority (57%, 81/142) of le-
sions were ≤10 mm in diameter, and masses were the most 
common finding (51%, 73/142).

In total, 30% (42/142) of lesions were considered non-
evaluable from 35 women, of which 5 women had 2 non-
evaluable lesions and 1 had 3 non-evaluable lesions; 8 
women also had another lesion that was evaluable. In terms 
of lesion characteristics, smaller (≤10  mm; n  =  81) lesions 
were more commonly non-evaluable than larger lesions, 
although this was not significant after adjustment for mul-
tiple comparisons (P = 0.030; Table 4). Lesion morphology 
(mass, non-mass enhancement, or focus) and BI-RADS score 
were not associated with lesion evaluability (P = 0.247 and 
P = 0.978, respectively). In terms of image quality factors, 
32/42 (76%) non-evaluable lesions were observed to have 
image quality issues, with 19/42 (45%) demonstrating mul-
tiple image quality issues. Misregistration (attributed to pa-
tient motion or eddy currents) was significantly associated 
with lesion non-evaluability (P = 0.001), while inadequate fat 
suppression and SNR, and the presence of magnetic suscep-
tibility and aliasing artifacts, were not (P = 0.732, P = 0.081, 
P = 0.717, and P = 0.162, respectively). Neither MRI system 
vendor nor field strength were significantly associated with 
lesion evaluability (P  = 0.297 and P  = 0.953, respectively) 
(Table 4).

Ten lesions were considered non-evaluable for reasons 
other than image quality issues: 1 lesion was located outside 
of the DWI slice coverage area, and the other 9 lesions were 
not visible on DWI and were difficult to confidently localize 
and define an ROI for due to limited anatomical agreement 
between DCE and DWI. Those 9 lesions were typically com-
posed of small, scattered foci or diffuse lesions within het-
erogeneous breast tissue. This issue highlights the fact that 
lesions can still be non-evaluable with DWI even if the image 
quality is sufficient, due to the nature of some breast lesions 
and suboptimal spatial resolution.

Table 2. Participant and Exam Features

All Eligible  
Participants 

(N = 103)

Participants  
with a  

Reference  
Standard 
(N = 90)

 n (%) n (%)

Patient age   
 <50 years 57 (55) 47 (52)
 ≥50 years 46 (45) 43 (48)
Clinical indication for MRI   
 Known breast cancer 45 (44) 42 (47)
 Screening 29 (28) 23 (26)
 Short-interval follow-up 6 (6) 6 (7)
 Other/multiple 23 (22) 19 (21)
Number of study lesions per 

patient
  

 1 75 (73) 73 (81)
 2 19 (18) 11 (12)
 3 7 (7) 5 (6)
 4 2 (2) 1 (1)
MRI vendor   
 Philips 63 (61) 58 (64)
 Siemens 21 (20) 17 (19)
 GE 19 (18) 15 (17)
MRI field strength   
 1.5 T 42 (41) 38 (42)
 3.0 T 61 (59) 52 (58)
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Effect of Image Quality on Diagnostic 
Performance
For lesions with a reference standard (n = 114), ROC analysis 
was performed to estimate the ability of ADC values to dis-
criminate between benign and malignant lesions (Figure 8). 
First, considering all lesions, without regard to image quality 
(excluding the 1 lesion where ADC could not be measured 
because it was located outside the DWI slice coverage area; 
final n = 113 lesions), the estimated AUC was 0.61 (95% CI: 
0.50–0.71). Next, ROC analysis was repeated considering 
only the evaluable (n = 81) lesions, and the estimated AUC 
increased to 0.75 (Figure 8; 95% CI: 0.65–0.84; P = 0.037).

Discussion
The ECOG-ACRIN A6702 trial demonstrated the clinical 
utility of breast DWI to reduce the rate of unnecessary bi-
opsy; however, the initial report from this study briefly high-
lighted that technical issues still plague DWI in the breast 
(15). The objectives of this study were to present a more 
comprehensive review of the technical challenges observed 
in the trial, including comparisons by vendor and field 
strength, identify factors associated with lesion evaluability, 
and evaluate the impact on diagnostic performance of breast 
DWI. In this secondary analysis, it was found that lesions 
deemed non-evaluable for ADC quantitation tended to be 
of smaller size (≤10 mm) or to have an image quality issue. 
Conversely, lesion morphology (mass or non-mass), magnet 
field strength, and MRI vendor were not found to impact le-
sion evaluability. As noted earlier, 10 of the 42 non-evaluable 

lesions were excluded due to reasons other than the pres-
ence of an image quality issue, most commonly when the 
lesion was not sufficiently visible to have confidence in the 
ROI placement. While image quality issues were observed 
in many examinations, for the majority of cases these were 
considered relatively minor or sufficiently distant from the 
lesion in question and were not deemed to render the lesion 
non-evaluable.

After correcting for multiple comparisons, spatial 
misregistration between diffusion-weighted images was 
the only image quality factor significantly associated 
with lesion evaluability (P  =  0.001). Two sources of DWI 
misregistration are eddy currents induced during the appli-
cation of strong diffusion gradients that cause additional 
image distortions in the direction of the applied gradients 
(23), and patient motion, which can result in misalignment 
between the diffusion-weighted images at each slice level 
and thus inaccuracies in the ADC map. Misregistration 
issues were observed more often with 1.5T scanners com-
pared to 3.T (P = 0.002), and varied somewhat with scanner 
vendor, which likely reflects different DWI sequence variants 
and acquisition parameter options available across systems. 
A  twice-refocused diffusion preparation is one alternative 
acquisition strategy to reduce eddy currents in breast DWI 
(24). This preparation utilizes additional radiofrequency 
refocusing pulses that split the gradient pulses into shorter 
pulses of alternative polarity in order to eliminate specific 
exponentially decaying fields, such as those from eddy 
currents that decay slowly (25). Image registration post-
processing techniques, which were not implemented for the 

Table 3. Image Quality Factors Stratified by MRI Vendor and Field Strength

Total 
(N = 103)

MRI Vendor MRI Field Strength

Philips 
(N = 63)

Siemens 
(N = 21)

GE 
(N = 19)

P Value 

1.5 T 
(N = 42)

3.0 T 
(N = 61)

P 
Value  n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)

Fat suppression issue     0.218   0.816
 No 78 (76) 47 (75) 14 (67) 17 (89) 31 (74) 47 (77)
 Yes 25 (24) 16 (25) 7 (33) 2 (11) 11 (26) 14 (23)
Signal-to-noise ratio issue     <0.001a   1.000
 No 82 (80) 59 (94) 8 (38) 15 (79) 33 (79) 49 (80)
 Yes 21 (20) 4 (6) 13 (62) 4 (21) 9 (21) 12 (20)
Magnetic susceptibility 

artifact
    1.000   0.075

 No 83 (81) 51 (81) 17 (81) 15 (79) 30 (71) 53 (87)
 Yes 20 (19) 12 (19) 4 (19) 4 (21) 12 (29) 8 (13)
Aliasing artifact     <0.001a   0.003
 No 92 (89) 63 (100) 11 (52) 18 (95) 42 (100) 50 (82)
 Yes 11 (11) 0 (0) 10 (48) 1 (5) 0 (0) 11 (18)
Misregistration issue     0.014   0.002a

 No 82 (80) 46 (73) 21 (100) 15 (79) 27 (64) 55 (90)
 Yes 21 (20) 17 (27) 0 (0) 4 (21) 15 (36) 6 (10)

aP value is significant after adjustment for multiple comparisons.
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A6702 centralized primary analysis, can also be used to re-
duce spatial misalignment and improve accuracy in the ADC 
measurement (26,27). However, a prior study reported that 
11% of breast DWI exams had misalignment that could not 
be corrected using an image registration algorithm (13), em-
phasizing the importance of implementing corrective strat-
egies to minimize subject motion and eddy current effects 
at the time of data acquisition. Reducing scan times and 
increasing patient comfort during the scan may help to min-
imize patient-related motion.

The presence of SNR issues and aliasing artifacts varied 
significantly between vendor; however, the cause is un-
known and likely multifactorial. The impact of coil sensi-
tivity, gradient performance, sequence variants, and poor 
shimming quality, as well as technologist experience and 
patient variation, could be factors associated with this 

observation. These issues are something that would merit 
investigating in a larger dataset. Additionally, these results 
represent a snapshot of the available technology at the time, 
which is ever-evolving with newer hardware and software, 
as well as advanced sequences, and therefore may not be 
generalizable across MRI systems.

The DWI protocol in this trial employed a single-shot 
EPI-based sequence because of its wide cross-platform avail-
ability and ability to achieve very fast image acquisition to 
minimize motion artifacts. However, standard single-shot 
EPI in the breast is prone to multiple image artifacts that 
were observed in the trial, including those due to chemical 
shift, magnetic susceptibility, and gradient field eddy cur-
rents (23). This technique also provides limited spatial reso-
lution for breast imaging due to the large field of view (FOV) 
needed for both breasts (to collect full bilateral coverage and 
avoid phase wrap) and restricted matrix sizes (required for 
short readout durations that offer sufficient SNR). Advanced 
acquisition and post-processing techniques hold promise 
to overcome many of the image quality issues of standard 
single-shot EPI for breast DWI. These include multi-shot 
(e.g. readout-segmented (28) and multiplexed sensitivity-
encoding (29)) and reduced FOV (30) EPI techniques, each 
of which offer benefits of improved spatial resolution and 
reduced susceptibility artifacts by shortening echo spacing 
and/or echo train lengths. However, these advanced acquisi-
tion methods come at the expense of longer scan times and/
or reduced coverage and are not yet widely implemented 
across different vendor platforms. Post-processing tech-
niques have also been developed to mitigate EPI distortions 
from magnetic field inhomogeneity (31,32) and correct 
b-value inaccuracies due to gradient nonlinearities (33), 
which can further improve diffusion image quality and ADC 
accuracy.

In future trials, incorporating more immediate feedback 
to sites regarding image quality issues may decrease the rate 
of lesion non-evaluability, and onsite clinician and technolo-
gist training to identify more subtle DWI quality issues is im-
portant. Additionally, as advanced acquisition strategies and 
post-processing solutions become more readily available on 
clinical scanners and workstations, these techniques could 
increase image quality and thus potentially lower the number 
of non-evaluable lesions on breast DWI. It is important to 
note that utilization of ADC as a diagnostic marker to im-
prove breast MRI specificity is analogous to DCE kinetics 
metrics, which have already been codified in the breast MRI 
BI-RADS atlas. Although known to improve differentiation 
between benign and malignant breast lesions, DCE kinetics 
have been shown to vary across MRI systems and acquisi-
tion protocols (34), and with lesion morphology (35,36), 
resulting in variable diagnostic performance. With improve-
ments in DWI strategies, the robustness of ADC measures is 
likely to improve, and could also be easily implemented into 
abbreviated MRI protocols to replace missing kinetics infor-
mation and retain specificity.

Figure 2. Example of a good-quality diffusion-weighted imaging 
(DWI) data set in a 37-year-old woman undergoing 3T MRI for 
high-risk screening. Dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE)  MRI 
(A) demonstrates bilateral segmental non-mass enhancement 
(arrows), each assessed as BI-RADS 3.  Using the contrast-
enhanced images for anatomical comparison, the DWI (B and C) 
and corresponding apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map (D) 
appear relatively undistorted, with sufficient signal-to-noise in 
fibroglandular tissue regions, even in the b = 800 s/mm2 image (C). 
Fat suppression is adequate, and no chemical shift or other artifacts 
are apparent to impair lesion visualization and ADC measurement.
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This study had several limitations. First, the A6702 trial 
was not powered for these secondary analyses and so sample 
sizes may be too low to identify significant factors affecting 
data quality. The findings associated with vendor and field 
strength could be influenced by site-specific protocol op-
timization and operator training rather than equipment. 

Second, image quality factors and lesion evaluability were 
assessed qualitatively at the time of the primary centralized 
lesion ADC measurement, which may limit reproducibility 
of the findings. A future study to characterize image quality 
factors using more objective quantitative methods (e.g. five-
point Likert scale (37), direct SNR calculations, distortion 

Figure 4. Example of diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) data with aliasing, which can be identified by repeating parenchyma in the image 
along the phase encoding direction. Dynamic contrast-enhanced  (DCE) MRI (A) in a 65-year-old woman undergoing 3T MRI for short-
interval follow-up for bilateral BI-RADS category 3 enhancing foci, such as the one shown in the left breast (arrow). On DWI (B and C) and 
the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map (D), repeated signal from the breast fibroglandular tissue is observed in the phase-encode 
(antero-posterior) direction, particularly across the right breast (B and C, arrowheads).

Figure 3. Example of poor fat suppression in a 53-year-old woman undergoing 1.5T MRI for high-risk screening. Dynamic contrast-
enhanced  (DCE) MRI (A) demonstrates a 9-mm area of linear non-mass enhancement in the left breast (arrow), assessed as BI-RADS 
category 3. On diffusion-weighted imaging (B and C), unsuppressed fat results in a chemical shift artifact of fat signal displaced (by a few 
centimeters in the right–left phase-encode direction) and overlaid on the image (arrowheads), thereby decreasing lesion visibility and 
artificially reducing the resulting lesion apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) value (D). In this example, ADC values and lesion visibility on 
the ADC map are impacted due to poor fat suppression resulting in a more pronounced chemical shift artifact.
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Figure 5. Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) dataset with poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in a 43-year-old high-risk woman undergoing 
1.5T MRI to evaluate extent of disease for a newly diagnosed breast cancer in the right breast (lesion not shown in images). Dynamic 
contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI (A) demonstrates an 18-mm area of non-mass enhancement in the left breast (arrow), assessed as BI-RADS 
category 4. On DWI (B and C), poor SNR is apparent due to lack of definite tissue boundaries, even on the b0 image (B, arrowheads), and 
noisy apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map (D).

Figure 6. Example of spatial distortion artifact diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) data set in a 55-year-old woman undergoing 3T MRI for 
high-risk screening due to personal history of breast cancer. Dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI (A) demonstrates a subareolar region 
of non-mass enhancement in the right breast (arrow), assessed as BI-RADS category 4. In comparison, severe geometric distortion on DWI 
(B–D) is observed along the tissue-air interface at the nipple (arrowheads) caused by poor overall shim and/or local susceptibility gradients. 
Abbreviation: ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient.

Figure 7. An example diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) dataset exhibiting misregistration between the different b-values in a 51-year-old 
woman undergoing 1.5T MRI to evaluate extent of disease for a known cancer in the right breast. Dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI 
(A) demonstrates an additional enhancing 6-mm oval mass in the right breast (arrow), assessed as BI-RADS category 4. A circular region 
of interest (ROI) (shown in red) was drawn on the b800 image (C) and propagated to the other b-value images (B) and the corresponding 
apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map (D). The ROI appears shifted on the b0 (B) and ADC map (D), relative to the b800 image (C). This 
misalignment causes an inaccurate ROI sampling of the lesion, leading to an artifactual increase and decrease in ADC across the lesion on 
the corresponding ADC map (arrowhead). In general, misregistration errors observed in this study were thought to be caused by subject 
motion, eddy currents, a shift of the center frequency during the course of the DWI acquisition, or a combination of these factors.
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measurement, etc.) could allow for more detailed analysis 
and may provide insights on the impact of various image 
quality issues affecting multicenter breast DWI. The scan 
length for the standardized DWI protocol utilized in this 
study was approximately five minutes, as it included four 
b-values that allowed for both high accuracy in ADC calcu-
lation and exploratory analyses of optimal b-value combin-
ations. This scan length could be limiting, especially for use 
in abbreviated MRI protocols that are currently being ex-
plored as screening techniques (38). Prior studies, including 
another secondary analysis of the A6702 study (39) and a 
breast DWI consensus document have shown that fewer 
b-values do not significantly impact diagnostic performance, 

and that two b-values is sufficient and reduces scan time to 
<3 minutes (16,24,40), which would be more appealing for 
both standard and abbreviated breast MRI protocols.

In conclusion, results from the A6702 multi-institutional 
study confirmed ADC as a predictive imaging marker of 
breast malignancy with potential to improve specificity. 
However, the trial also demonstrated that one-third of the 
lesions were not evaluable on DWI due to various factors, 
relating to both image quality and lesion characteristics, that 
precluded lesion visibility and confident ADC measurement. 
Results of this secondary analysis highlight that ignoring 
such image quality issues reduces the diagnostic value of 
breast DWI. Furthermore, the findings of this trial provide 

Table 4. Factors Associated with Lesion Evaluability

All Lesions  
(N = 142)

Non-evaluable  
Lesions (N = 42)

Evaluable  
Lesions (N = 100)

 n (%) n (%) n (%) P Value

Morphology    0.247
 Focus 12 (8) 7 (17) 5 (5)
 Mass 73 (51) 20 (48) 53 (53)
 NME 57 (40) 15 (36) 42 (42)
Lesion size    0.030
 ≤10 mm 81 (57) 30 (71) 51 (51)
 >10 mm 61 (43) 12 (29) 49 (49)
DCE-MRI BI-RADS score    0.978
 3 30 (21) 9 (21) 21 (21)
 4 105 (74) 31 (74) 74 (74)
 5 7 (5) 2 (5) 5 (5)
Fat suppression issue    0.732
 No 103 (73) 30 (71) 73 (73)
 Yes 39 (27) 12 (29) 27 (27)
Signal-to-noise ratio issue    0.081
 No 111 (78) 28 (67) 83 (83)
 Yes 31 (22) 14 (33) 17 (17)
Magnetic susceptibility artifact    0.717
 No 111 (78) 33 (79) 78 (78)
 Yes 31 (22) 9 (21) 22 (22)
Aliasing artifact    0.162
 No 124 (87) 33 (79) 91 (91)
 Yes 18 (13) 9 (21) 9 (9)
Misregistration issue    0.001a

 No 117 (82) 26 (62) 91 (91)
 Yes 25 (18) 16 (38) 9 (9)
MRI vendor    0.297
 Philips 86 (61) 28 (67) 58 (58)
 Siemens 32 (23) 10 (24) 22 (22)
 GE 24 (17) 4 (10) 20 (20)
MRI field strength    0.953
 1.5 T 55 (39) 16 (38) 39 (39)
 3.0 T 87 (61) 26 (62) 61 (61)

P values are from the generalized Wald test, using a logistic regression model with generalized estimating equations; percentages may not add 
up to 100% due to rounding to the nearest integer.
Abbreviations: DCE, dynamic contrast-enhanced; NME, non-mass enhancement.
aP value is significant after adjustment for multiple comparisons
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a roadmap for technical development and standardization 
efforts of the DWI sequence to allow the full promise of this 
technology to be widely employed in the clinical setting.
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